Introduction 62
Gait analysis is an important tool for objectively assessing gait function by providing 63 information on spatiotemporal parameters (e.g. step length, step time, length of stance phase) 64 and lower extremity joint kinematics, kinetics and muscle activation. However, conventional 65 instrumented three-dimensional gait analyses with simultaneous measurements with cameras, 66 force plates and electromyography is costly and time consuming. The concurrent validity of kinematic data presumably depends on the specific 81 combination of inertial sensors and models. Initial results for other inertial sensor based 82 systems/models were promising where kinematic data measured from an inertial sensor 83 system and kinematic data measured through marker clusters at the same position as the 84 inertial sensor were interchangeable (e.g. "Outwalk" or "Cast" with Xsens® or Vicon®; 85 coefficient of multiple correlation for sagittal ankle, knee and hip kinematics >0.95) (Ferrari 86 et al., 2010b) . The results were even better when the offset between the systems/models was 87 metatarsal head (Kadaba et al., 1990) . The infrared cameras tracked three-dimensional marker 140 positions with a sampling frequency of 200 Hz. The Nexus software and PlugIn Gait model 141 (Version 1.8.5, Vicon Motion Systems Ltd., Oxford, UK) were used to calculate three-142 dimensional kinematics of the ankle, knee and hip joint. A static calibration trial in neutral 143 upright standing position was recorded before the dynamic walking and running trials. 144
145
After all sensors and markers were attached to the lower extremity, subjects first walked 146 on the treadmill for 30 s at their self-selected comfortable walking speed (for walking 1 hour). 147
Subsequently, data collection was initiated and kinematic data were recorded simultaneously 148 with both systems for 20 consecutive walking strides. The treadmill speed was then increased 149 to the self-selected running speed (comfortable running speed for 45 minutes) and subjects ran 150 for 3 minutes to adopt their regular running style before kinematic data were recorded with 151 both systems for 20 consecutive running strides (right foot strike to right foot strike). 152
To test the repeatability of the inertial sensor system/model, the entire setup including 153 inertial sensor placement and measurement procedure was repeated for walking and running 154 after 20 minutes. 155
156

Data analysis 157
The recorded waveforms for all sagittal plane kinematics of the ankle, knee and hip 158 joint for both measurement system/models were cut into strides by defining the minimum 159 knee angle after the swing phase as initial contact for both walking and running (Fellin et al., 160 2010). All strides were time normalized to 0 to 100% beginning and ending at initial contact. 161
For each subject, system and joint, the ensemble means of angle waveforms and of peak joint 162 angles of 20 strides were calculated and used for further analysis. Discrete parameters were 163 calculated for the 20 strides of the two measurement systems/models as follows (Figure 2):  164   ankle angle at initial contact, first minimal ankle angle, maximal ankle angle, second minimal  165 ankle angle, difference between the maximal and the first minimal ankle angle (dorsiflexion  166   range of motion), difference between the maximal and the second minimal ankle angle  167   (plantarflexion range of motion), knee joint angle at initial contact, first maximal knee joint  168 angle, second maximal knee joint angle, minimal knee angle between the first and second 169 maximum, difference between the first maximal and the minimal knee angle (range of motion 170 first half stride), difference between the second maximal and the minimal knee angle (range of 171 motion second half stride), hip angle at initial contact, minimal hip angle, first maximal hip 172 angle, second maximal hip angle, difference between first maximal and minimal hip angle 173 (range of motion first half stride), and difference between minimal and second maximal hip 174 angle (range of motion second half stride). and hip joint. After offset correction, the RMSE was smaller than 5° for all joints (Table 1) . 210
The RMSE of the discrete parameters between the RehaGait ® and the reference 211 system/model ranged from 4° to 9° for the ranges of motion and from 4° to 15° for the other 212 parameters (Table 2 ). For the ankle joint the RehaGait ® system/model measured significantly 213 greater plantarflexion after initial contact and a significantly greater range of motion in the 214 stance phase than the reference system/model, while the other parameters showed no 215 statistically significant differences. Knee flexion angle at initial contact and peak knee flexion 216 angle during stance were significantly smaller and range of motion during swing significantly 217 greater with the RehaGait ® than with the reference system/model. For the hip joint, all 218 discrete parameters were significantly different between the two systems/models ( Figure 3 , 219 Table 3 (Table 1) . 231
The RMSE of the calculated ranges of motion in the three joints ranged from 4° to 9°, 232 while the RMSE of the other discrete parameters ranged from 13° to 36° (Table 2 The coefficient of multiple correlation of the kinematic waveforms was excellent for all 242 joints for walking (between 0.959 and 0.994). For running, the coefficient of multiple 243 correlation was very good for the ankle (0.937) and excellent for the knee and hip joint 244 (>0.984). The RMSE of the waveforms measured by the two systems/models was around 3° 245 for walking and between 3° and 7° for running (Table 1) . 246
For walking, the RMSE of the discrete parameters between the RehaGait ® 247 measurements ranged from 0° to 5°. For running, the RMSE ranged from 1° to 10° with the 248 highest RMSE occurring for the ankle range of motion during swing phase (Table 2) . Except 249 for the minimal knee angle around foot off during walking, there were no significant 250 differences between the discrete parameters measured during the two measurements with the 251 RehaGait ® for both walking and running (Table 3, Table 4 ). Limits of agreement were larger 252 for running than walking (Figure 3 ). For the ranges of motion, ICCs were good or excellent 253 for ankle, knee in the second half of the stride, and hip during walking and good or excellent 254 for ankle dorsiflexion, knee in the second half of the stride and hip during running (Figure 3) . 255
256
Discussion 257
The primary aim of this study was to assess the agreement between sagittal plane joint 258 kinematics measured by the inertial sensor system RehaGait ® and an optoelectronic system 259 during walking and running. Our results showed that the joint angles measured by the two 260 systems/models were highly correlated, but only after offset correction. The hypothesis that 261 there were no significant differences between discrete kinematic parameters between the two 262 systems/models had to be rejected for most parameters. The secondary aim of the study was 263 to investigate the test-retest repeatability of the kinematic waveforms and the discrete 264 parameters measured by the inertial sensor system/model. The results of this analysis showed 265 very good to excellent correlations between the test and re-test measurements with the 266
RehaGait ® system/model and -except for the minimal knee angle around foot off during 267 walking -no significant differences between the discrete parameters measured in the test and 268 re-test sessions. 269 
Discrete Parameters 297
To characterize gait or running patterns, discrete parameters such as minimal and 298 maximal angles or ranges of motion are often calculated. Our results showed that the two 299 systems/models RehaGait ® and Vicon ® yield significantly different discrete parameters. As 300 described for the waveforms, there was an offset between the systems/models explaining 301 some of the differences in minimal and maximal joint angles. This indicates that the discrete 302
parameters cannot be directly compared between the RehaGait ® inertial sensor system/model 303 and optoelectronic Vicon ® system/model. Moreover, we also observed systematic differences 304 in the ranges of motion parameters. These could be related to differences in the positioning of 305 sensors and markers and thus in segment positions, and to different definitions of joint axes. 306
For instance, the inertial sensor model uses a technical coordinate system without anatomical 307 information and the PlugIn Gait model uses an anatomical coordinate system. Furthermore, 308 soft tissue movement especially during running might influence marker and sensor positions 309 differently (i.e. due to difference in size or location on the leg), hence increasing differences 310 between the systems/models. Differences in the peak values, but not ranges of motion 311 measured by the two systems/models were greater for running than walking. This is likely 312 related to differences in the offset between the systems. 
